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INVENTORY OF RECORDERS
1800- 1905
The prime evidence for the use of a musical instrument in any period of history is the 
continued (or reinstated) manufacture of that instrument, and a search for recorders 
built between 1800 and 1905 yielded a total of 114 instruments: in sixty-nine cases 
the name of the maker is identified. A further group of nine recorders built at the turn 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are added to this number. These may be of 
late eighteenth or early nineteenth century origin although their precise date of 
manufacture cannot be discerned, but the recorders are of interest as they demonstrate 
a continuing tradition of recorder making up to the beginning o f the nineteenth 
century. Finally, an heterogenous group of seventeen instruments is added, bringing 
the total to 140. The present location of some of these is not known, some are of 
hybrid type, some may be of early twentieth century origin, and others are presented 
for discussion as being of organological interest. Some are presented to correct 
misunderstandings in the literature, or to demonstrate attempts to develop and 
improve the basic baroque recorder. For ease o f reference, each instrument has been 
allocated a ‘MacMillan Number’ which will be used throughout the thesis.
METHODOLOGY
A study was made of organological reference books (notably Waterhouse’s The New 
Langwill Index and Young’s 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments), museum 
catalogues and journals, in order to obtain as much detail as may be discerned about 
the instruments. Visits were made to collections both in the United Kingdom and 
overseas and internet sites examined. O f these. Lander’s Recorder Home Page and its 
database of recorders was of particular importance. Personal communication was 
established (electronically, by mail, and by telephone) with scholars, many of whom 
provided extracts from museum catalogues containing details o f recorders. I 
gratefully acknowledge the help of these men and women who gave their time to 
replying to my many queries.
The sources are cited in detail in Appendix I: the text of the checklist gives surnames 
only. Lander’s website is referred to as ‘Lander’, The New Langwill Index as "New 
Langwill ' to distinguish it from previous editions which are cited "LangwilT and 
Young’s 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments as ‘Young’. Many museum curators 
contributed extracts from their museum catalogues (detailed descriptions) and 
inventories (lists with little detail) in the form of personal communications to the 
author: their names and the museums they represent are listed in Appendix III. The 
museum sigla are given in Appendix IV.
PLAN OF THE INVENTORY
The most significant instruments are those whose makers can be identified by name 
and so can be dated with some accuracy with regard to the years between which they 
were made. Sixty-nine such instruments have been identified and are given the prefix 
‘N ’. Some of these recorders form part of a continued tradition of recorder-making, 
whilst others are products of the recorder revival. Secondly, forty-five recorders 
whose makers cannot be identified (most often because they bear no stamp) are listed 
under the prefix ‘A ’. The evidence for a nineteenth-century origin of many of these 
lies in the expertise of the curators o f the museums in which they are located, but 
cross-referencing within the present thesis has substantially confirmed the nineteenth 
century origin of some of this group of recorders (notably A2, A7, A8, A34, and A3 5 
compared with N5 and N46) and A24 compared with the Berchtesgaden recorders 
(N58 - N69). Nine recorders made at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries are prefixed ‘E’ and the seventeen heterogenous instruments (about which 
there is uncertainty or debate) are prefixed ‘D’.
Information regarding the maker, location, and type of each instrument is given 
(where known): as much detail as may be discerned regarding length, materials, 
key work, maker’s mark, and provenance is listed. Biographical information is given 
only for the first recorder by any given maker, the second (and subsequent) 
instruments only bearing the maker’s name. The source(s) for the information is/are 
given (often several for each recorder), and, where appropriate, the instrument is 
discussed. The pitch of the lowest note (where known) is given: this can only be 
approximate for the pitch standard (in cycles per second) is seldom specified. Details
of bore dimensions, and the size and position o f tone holes, are beyond the scope of 
the present work.
Three recorders no longer extant are included for completeness: the makers o f all 
these instruments is known, but the recorders themselves were lost in the Second 
World War.
It is improbable that this checklist of recorders built between 1800 and 1905 is 
complete, for other instruments will almost certainly exist in small museums and 
inaccessible private collections. However, the list as it stands has no equivalent in the 
literature relating to the recorder and provides, at least, an overview of recorder 
making between the years of 1800 and 1905.
INDEX OF THE INVENTORY
‘N ’ SERIES RECORDERS
N1 Bellissent F -  Paris E2137
N2 Billing D -H a lle ?
N3 Camus CH -  Basel 1994.267
N4 Camus F -  Paris E980. 2. 102
N5 Colas US -  MI -  Ann Arbor 503
N6 Dupre B -  Brussels &4 2633
N7 Galpin US -  MA -  Boston 17.1805
N8 Galpin US -  MA -  Boston 17.1806
N9 Galpin US -  MA — Boston 17.1807
NIO Galpin US -  MA -  Boston 17.1808
N il Garsi I -  Parma ?
N12 Gerlach D -  Bavaria ? (private coll.)
N13 Goulding U S -P A -P h ilad e lp h ia ? (private coll.)
N14 Goulding J-T o k y o ? (private coll.)
N15 Goulding GB -  London -  VA 2854882
N16 Goulding U S -N Y - N e w  York 1989.194.2
N17 Goulding D -C e lle ? (private coll.)
N18 Gras F -  Paris E 1457
N19 Hakkert NL -  Hague 1947.0007
N20 Hochschwarzer D -  Sigmaringen 279/318
N21 Jeantet F -  Paris E 980.2.590
N22 Kruspe US -  MI -  Ann Arbor 508
N23 Lamy F -  Paris E 01201
N24 Lecomte F -  Sallaberry 1 (private coll.)
N25 Lecomte F -  Sallaberry 2 (private coll.)
N26 Lohner FII CH -  Basel 1896.199a
N27 Lohner F II C H -B ase l 1896.199b
N28 Lohner J A D -  Erlangen R 24
N29 Lohner J A S -  Stockholm F 174
N30 Mahillon I -  Florence 107
N31 Mahillon I -  Florence 108
N32 Mahillon B -  Brussels 1023
N33 Mahillon B -  Brussels U
N34 Mahillon B -  Brussels c;
N35 Mahillon B -  Brussels
N36 Mahillon B -  Brussels
N37 Mahillon B -  Brussels
N38 Mahillon B -  Brussels
N39 Mahillon B -  Brussels
N40 Mahillon B -  Brussels 1029
N41 Mahillon B — Brussels 1030
N42 Mahillon B -  Brussels 1035
N43 Mahillon B -  Brussels 1041
N44 Martin J-B F -  Paris E 980.2.529
N45 Martin J G D -  Leipzig 1146
N46 Noblet GB- Oxford 0405
N47 Noblet & Thibouville D -  Berlin x2905
N48 Noblet & Thibouville D -  Berlin x2983
N49 Noblet & Thibouville D -  Celle ? (private coll.)
N50 Oppenheim GB -  Oxford 0404
N51 S chin D -  Nuremberg MIR 197
N52 Schweffer A -  Graz KGW 1.423
N53 Schweffer A -  Graz KGW 1.422
N54 Thibouville-Cabart D -  Leipzig 1114
N55 Thibouville-Cabart I -  Milan 318
N56 Tolbecque F -  Paris E2138
N57 Townsend Unknown ?
N58 Walch L II D -  Munich 25961
N59 Walch L II A -  Salzburg 3/3
N60 Walch L II US -  DC -  Washington DCM 663
N61 Walch LII D -  Bonn 8
N62 Walch L II D -  Berchtesgaden 1074
N63 Walch LU D -  Berchtesgaden 1079
N64 Walch LII D -  Stuttgart ? (private coll.)
N65 Walch LU D -  Nuremberg MIR 194
FM# Walch P A -Salzburg 3/1
N67 Walch P D -  Nuremberg MIR 195
N68 Walch P D -  Nuremberg MIR 196
N69 Walch P D -  Bremen 
‘A’ SERIES RECORDERS
? (private coll.)
Al Unknown F -  Paris E980.2.542
A2 Unknown F -  Paris E 980.2.543
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AlO
A ll
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A l l
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  Paris 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  La Couture 
F -  Marseille 
F -  Marseille 
F -  Nice
DK -  Copenhagen 
DK -  Copenhagen 
DK -  Copenhagen 
DK - Copenhagen
E 980.2.545 
E 980.2.546 
E 980.2.547 
E 980.2.555 
E 980.2.556 
E 980.2.557 
E 980.2.558 
E2393 
E 980.2.88 
E0355 
1 
2 
3
5
6
7
8
17
1060
1085
C 169
E32
E 64
E65
E66
A28
A29
A30
A31
A32
A33
A34
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40
A41
A42
A43
A44
A45
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
NL - The Hague 
NL -  The Hague 
NL -  The Hague 
D -  Nuremberg 
A -  Graz -  S 
GB -  London -  H 
B -  Brussels 
US -  MI -  Ann Arbor 
U S -N Y - N e w  York 
U S -N Y - N e w  York 
U S -N Y - N e w  York 
US -  NY -  New York 
U S -N Y - N e w  York 
US -  NY -  New York 
US - NY -  New York 
U S -N Y - N e w  York 
U S -N Y - N e w  York
0608 
1008 
1041 
MI 93 
SM 1
14.5.47/59
M 399
504
89.4.1511
89.4.2646
89.4.2695
89.4.2663
89.4.2644
89.4.2926
89.4.2045
89.4.682
89.4.2352
US -  DC -  Washington -  S 65.0615
El
E 2
E 3
E 4
E 5
E 6
Grassi 
Grassi 
Grenser 
Walch L I 
Walch L I 
Walch L I
‘E’ SERIES RECORDERS
I -  Rome
D -  Leipzig 
D -  Berlin 
A -  Salzburg 
D -  Bavaria 
D -  Berchtesgaden
638
1113
x2810
3/4
?(private coll.) 
1071
E 7
E 8
E 9
D1
D2
D3
D4
D 5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DIO
D ll
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
Walch L I D -  Berchtesgaden
Anon US -  DC -  Washington
Anon CH -  Reinach
‘D’ SERIES RECORDERS 
Bainbridge Unlcnown
?Bertani I -  Modena
Boie N -  Trondheim
Destuyver B -  Brussels
Firth, Pond, & Co. Unknown
?Galpin US -  MA -  Boston
Goulding, D’Almaine Unknown 
Lot Unknown
?Martin F -  La Couture
Rudall, Carte, & Co. GB -  Oxford 
Sattler (family) D -  Leipzig
Smart US -  DC -  Washington
Wrede US -  Eddy
Unknown ? HotteterreGB -  London -  RCM 
Unknown ? Metzler Unknown
1072
DCM 835 
?(private coll.)
23
RMT 78/6 
M 2650 
?
17.1738
?
?
15
0116
1116
DCM 1159
9
Unknown
Unknown
US -  DC -  Washington-S 
GB -  Oxford
214487
0108
10
THE INVENTORY
The recorders are listed in the following order: for ease of reference, a separate sheet 
is allocated for each instrument.*
N series: 
A series: 
E series:
D series:
recorders whose maker is identified
recorders whose maker is unknown
recorders made at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries
recorders of unusual type, uncertain date or location
*The set of eight recorders by Mahillon N32-39 are kept in their original case in the 
collection and hence all bear the same collection number.
A general commentary on the recorders is given in Chapter IV.
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N 1
MAKER BELLISSENT
DATES fla l8 1 9 -1 8 4 2
PLACE OF WORK Paris (F)
LOCATION F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E2137
TYPE Tenor
LOWEST NOTE a (ancien diapason)
LENGTH 557 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ebony: ivory mounts: clarinet-like bell: 4 pieces
KEYS 7: nickel silver
MARK (lyre)/ BELLISSENT/ A PARIS/ (crowned#)
PROVENANCE ex Cesbron (157), donated to museum 1934
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander: museum 
visit
This instrument comes from the collection of Paul Cesbron dated 1906. It has a 
clarinet-like bell and seven keys, the lowest o f which extends the downward range of 
the recorder. Lander calls the instrument a ‘csakan or keyed recorder’ but being of 
French origin and 557 mm long it is not a csakan but a keyed recorder. The pitch. 
ancien diapason refers to the pitch prevailing at the time of manufacture: in 1858 
(somewhat later than the date the recorder was made) diapason normal in France 
stood at a’ 435 cps whereas the remainder of Europe placed a’ at 446. The recorder is 
therefore at a low pitch. The keywork bears no similarity to that of a similarly-dated 
French recorder by Jeantet (N 21).
Bellissent was listed as a maker of flutes in 1819, and the following year as a music 
dealer. In 1830 he was described as a supplier of flutes. He made a number of 
improvements to the (transverse) flute but no other recorders of his manufacture 
appear to be extant: a flute, a piccolo, and a fife survive {New Langwill p26).
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N 2
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
MARK
SOURCE
BILLING, Friedrich 
b c l7 7 7  dl825 f l l8 0 8 -  1825 
Warsaw (PL)
D -H a lle  
Unspecified
(lily)/ F.BILLING/ A. VARSOVIE/ (flower) 
New Langwill p32
No other details are known: a clarinet exists.
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N 3
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
MARK
SOURCES
CAMUS 
fl 1793- 1822 
Paris (F)
CH -  Basel
COLLECTION NUMBER 1994.267
Voice Flute 
d’
(lion looking to left with raised paws)/ CAMUS/ A 
PARIS/ (sun). The stamps on the lower two joints omit 
‘A PARIS’
Gutmann: Lander: museum visit
Gutmann considers that this recorder may be by the noted French flautist Paul 
Hippolyte Camus (b Paris 1796). The mark, however, is consistent with that of the 
Parisian maker Camus, who may have been a relative of the flautist. A recorder by 
Camus is listed in the Bruni Inventory of 1793 {New Langwill, p56). Dolmetsch 
refers to the Basel instrument in his 1956 paper ‘Recorder and flute during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’, citing it as a late example of recorder making 
before the decline in popularity of the instrument.'
' Dolmetsch, C.F. ‘Recorder and German flute during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ 
pp49-63
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N 4
MAKER CAMUS
LOCATION F -P aris
COLLECTION NUMBER E.980.2.102 
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ivory
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
Only the head of this recorder survives, the museum catalogue dating it as cl 810. It is
a small (sopranino or soprano) instrument.
15
N 5
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
COLAS, Prosper 
fl 1 857 -p l883  
Paris (F)
US -  MI -  Ann Arbor
COLLECTION NUMBER 503
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
Alto
a’
392 mm
Box: rosewood beak to mouthpiece and terminal mount: 
horn ferrules
PROSPER COLAS/ A/ PARIS 
Museum catalogue: Walter and von Huene
Warner and von Huene comment on this recorder and A3 5 (together with an 
instrument by Kruspe, N22) as “coming from the nineteenth century when the 
instrument had regressed from artistic heights to become either a folk instrument or a 
toy”. The recorder is of a simple outline (with minimal bulges at the joints) and bears 
a marked similarity to the anonymous instruments A2, A6, A7, A34, and A3 5 and to 
the alto by F .Noblet (N46). The museum literature describes the recorder as a treble 
(modern term alto) but an instrument in a’ would normally be called a third flute.
New Langwill (p68) describes Colas as a maker of woodwind and brass instruments, a 
dealer, and maker of bows and glass mouthpieces for brass instruments.
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N 6
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
DUPRE, Pierre Paul Ghislain 
1790- 1862 
Tournai (B)
B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER M 2633 
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Blackwood: 2 ivory rings
KEYS
MARK
SOURCES
DUPRE a TOURNAI
De Keyser: Mahillon IV p366: museum visit
New Langwill gives that Dupre was “self-taught, [and] began with cane flutes”. No 
other instruments by this maker are known.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
17
N 7
GALPIN, Francis William 
1 8 58- 1945
Hatfield Broad Oak (GB) 
US -  M A -B oston
COLLECTION NUMBER 17.1805 
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
LENGTH 450 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained pear: 1 piece
PROVENANCE ex Galpin: acquired by the museum in 1915-16
SOURCES Bessaraboff pp68, 69: Kuronen
An alto of renaissance type. This instrument and the three following form a quartet 
(alto in g’, tenor in d’, basset in g, and bass in c -  the pitches of the renaissance 
consort) and were exhibited at the Fishmonger’s Hall Exhibition in 1904 and played 
in concerts at Hatfield Broad Oak in 1904 and 1905. They were built as playable 
reproductions of old instruments, having been finished by Galpin although the bodies 
of the instruments were made by woodwind instrument-making firms. The 
instruments are illustrated in Galpin’s Old English Instruments o f  Music which was 
first published in 1910.^ Galpin’s work and the history of these recorders is further 
discussed in Chapter X (The revival of the recorder in England).
Illustration VI
 ^Galpin, F.W. O ld English instruments o f  music 
London: Methuen 1911 plate XXIX
mIllustration VI
Alto recorder by Galpin 
N7
Leslie Lindsay M ason C ollection  
Courtesy, M useum o f  Fine Arts, Boston
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N 8
MAKER GALPIN, Francis William
LOCATION US -  MA -  Boston
COLLECTION NUMBER 17.1806 
t y p e  Tenor
LOWEST NOTE d’
LENGTH 643 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained pear
See notes on recorder N 7. Bessaraboff refers to this instrument as a ‘tenor-alto’ 
recorder, a term which derives from the seventeenth century author and composer 
Michael Praetorius.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
19
N 9
GALPIN, Francis William 
US -  MA -  Boston
COLLECTION NUMBER 17.1807
Basset
g
921 mm
Stained walnut: fontanelle: brass ferrules 
1 (double fmger-touch lever)
See notes on recorder N 7. This instrument is a reproduction of a sixteenth century 
instrument in Galpin’s collection. The fontanelle covering the key is typical of the 
larger renaissance recorders.
20 
N 10
MAKER GALPIN, Francis William
LOCATION US -  MA -  Boston
COLLECTION NUMBER 17.1808 
t y p e  Bass
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
1330 mm
Stained walnut; fontanelle: brass ferrules 
1 (double fmger-touch lever)
See notes on recorders N 7 and N 9, This instrument is a reproduction of a type found 
at Verona, Brussels, Berlin, and Vienna (Bessaraboff p69): it is blown with a crook.
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N 11
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
MARK
SOURCE
GARSI 
fl 1812- 
Parma (I)
I -  Parma 
Bass
(sun)/ GARSI/ PARMA 
New Langwill pl28
Garsi is also known as a maker of clarinets and bassoons. This is a very late example 
of a bass recorder; no other recorders by this maker have come to light.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCES
22
N 12
GERLACH, Gottlieb Johann 
1856- 1909 fl 1 8 95- 1909 
Munich (D)
D -  Bavaria (secret)
Alto
f
Box: unmounted 
Kimbauer: New Langwill p i33
This instrument is believed to be the earliest copy of a baroque recorder to be made in 
Germany in the early days of the recorder revival. It is a copy of an instrument by 
J.Denner, formerly in the possession of the Bogenhauser Künstlerkapelle (see Chapter 
XII [The recorder revival in Germany]) and, although of poor playing quality, it is of 
considerable historical interest.
23
N 13
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION 
TYPE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
GOULDING & CO.
C 1 7 8 6 -  1834  
London (GB)
US -  PA -  Philadelphia
Alto
470 mm
Box: unmounted 
GOULDING & CO./ LONDON 
Lander: Young p87
The firm founded by Goulding in London around 1786 traded under several 
partnerships until 1834. Between the years 1798 and 1803 the company used the mark 
‘GOULDING & CO./ LONDON’ while trading in St.James’ Street and Pall Mall.
The instrument is o f very late eighteenth or very early nineteenth century origin, and 
exhibits the straight foot joint common on English recorders of the period: this was 
first seen on recorders by Thomas Stanesby, jr. (1692 -  1754). Examples of such a 
foot joint are found on a tenor recorder by Stanesby in F -  Paris (E 980.2.86), N14,
N15, N50, and N57 in the present inventory.
24
N 14
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
GOULDING & CO.
J -  Tokyo - 1 
Alto
g’ (a’ = 405)
455 mm
Box: unmounted
GOULDING & CO./ LONDON/ 2 
Lander: Young p87
This recorder has a straight foot joint.
25
N 15
MAKER
LOCATION
GOULDING & CO. 
GB -  London -  VA
COLLECTION NUMBER 285 -  1882
TYPE
LENGTH
Tenor 
660 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: unmounted
MARK
SOURCES
GOULDING & CO
Lander: museum catalogue: Young p87: museum visit
Much has been written (often erroneously) about this unusual recorder which has a 
straight foot joint, the bore of which is slightly tapered unlike most transverse flutes 
of the period in which the bore was more commonly cylindrical.^
The recorder has a beehive-shaped sponge chamber with a centre embouchure hole, 
and within this cap is a 14 mm space to contain a sponge to absorb the moisture from 
the player’s breath in the manner of English flageolets of the period. Charles Burney, 
travelling in Florence in 1770, heard a recorder played through a sponge:
After dinner went to a great academia at Mr. Hampson’s, an old English gent, 
where I heard Nardini... little Linley, the master of the house, who plays on 
the Common Flute in a peculiar manner, blowing it through a spunge [sic],
It may be that Burney heard a flageolet rather than a true recorder, but this would 
seem improbable as Burney was a very Icnowledgeable man who would have Icnown 
the difference between the two instruments. Two further instruments with sponge 
chambers are described below (D3, D5).
 ^ Yorke, J. personal electronic communication 06.05.04  
Burney, C. Men. music, and manners in France and Italy 1770 p i 16
26
A hole has been crudely pierced in the cap, the purpose of which appears to permit the 
attachment of a thin membrane to produce a buzzing sound when the instrument is 
played, mimicking the sound of the Chinese eunuch flute. The workmanship relating 
to this hole is of inferior quality, suggesting that it was carried out by an amateur 
subsequent to the instrument’s manufacture. The membrane-covered hole is also 
found on Macgregor’s ‘Patent Voice Flute’ of 1810, but this instrument was not a 
voice flute in the manner of a recorder in d’ but a transverse alto flute.* It is tempting 
to reflect that the owner of the Goulding tenor was attempting to produce a similar 
sound from his instrument.
In his Popular Music o f  the Olden Times (1855 — 1859) Chappell referred to the 
Goulding recorder, describing “Old English Flutes with a hole bored in the side, in the 
upper part of the instrument, the hole being covered with a piece of skin”. Chappell 
surmised that “this would give somewhat the effect of the quill or reed of the hautboy, 
and these were called the recorder ”. It is difficult to ascertain whether Chappell 
believed this membrane to be called ‘the recorder’ or that all recorders possessed this 
feature. The instrument was but poorly understood at this time and it was not 
appreciated by Chappell that the membrane-covered hole on this particular recorder 
was exceptional (and probably unique).^
The distinguished organologist Carl Engel (see Chapter X) owned the recorder in the 
mid- nineteenth century and considered it to be a seventeenth-century instrument on 
the grounds that it appeared similar to a recorder illustrated on the frontispiece to The 
Genteel Companion , a treatise for the recorder published in 1685. In 1874 Engel 
discussed the possible differences between the ‘flûte à bec’ and the recorder and 
appears to have believed that the significant difference was the possession, by the 
recorder, of the membrane-covered hole.^ Chappell, as noted above, concurred with 
this view. Welch, in the first of his six lectures, indicated that, far from being a 
seventeenth-century instrument, the maker’s mark on the recorder dated it as being of 
early nineteenth-century origin.^
*an example is preserved in the Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston (17.1857)
 ^Chappell, W. Popular music o f  the olden times
London: Cramer, Beale, and Chappell 1859. footnote ‘a’ p246
 ^Engel, C. M usical instruments in the South Kensington museum pp 122-3
 ^Welch, C. Six lectures on the recorder and other flu tes in relation to literature
27
From this discussion, two strands emerge: the first is organological, and relates to the 
unusual features of the recorder, namely the sponge chamber (which is most unusual) 
and the membrane-covered hole (which appears to be unique). The first is an attempt 
to prevent the common problem of condensation in the windway by means of a device 
appropriated from the flageolet, the second an attempt by a player to alter the sound of 
the instrument. The second strand of the discussion is more significant and relates to 
the perception of the recorder in England in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 
That there was confusion about the characteristic features of the recorder is apparent 
from both Chappell’s and Engel’s remarks and indeed Engel observed in 1874 that 
few people would have seen a recorder as the instrument had become very scarce 
{Musical Instruments in the South Kensington Museum, p i22). What had been - and 
again is -  a familiar instrument was only an historical curiosity with which the new 
science of organology had yet to engage.
Unfortunately the recorder is no longer in playing condition: it is shown in Illustration 
VII.
L o n d o n : Oxford University Press 1911 ppl03-127
Illustration VII
Tenor recorder by Goulding 
N15
Reproduced by perm ission o f  the 
V ictoria and Albert M useum , London
MAKER
LOCATION
28
N 16
GOULDING & CO. 
US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 1989.194.2
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
Alto
470 mm
Box
GOULDING & CO./LONDON 
Heyde: Lander
The letters ‘R W 1840’ are scratched on the head of this recorder. Recorder N63 (by 
Lorenz Walch II) in Berchtesgaden bears a similar mark, but the significance of this is
not Icnown.
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N 17
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCE
GOULDING & CO. 
D -  Celle 
Alto 
f
Box
Haase-Moeck
30 
N 18
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
GRAS, Charles 
fl 1836- a l  892 
Paris (F)
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 1457
TYPE
LENGTH
Soprano 
362 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ebony: ivory head and foot joints
MARK
SOURCES
(bird)/GRAS
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
Charles Gras was a member of a long-established family firm (New Langwill p i 43). 
This author notes that there were a number of members of the family who bore the 
name ‘Charles’. As the recorder was purchased by the museum in 1893 it is likely 
that its maker is the Charles Gras cited above.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
MUSEUM NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
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N 19
HAKKERT, Philip 
cl850
Rotterdam (NL)
NL -  The Hague 
1947.0007 
Soprano 
305 mm
Palisander: 2 nickel rings: 2 pieces 
1
ex Scheuerleer
Museum inventory: New Langwill p i56
A key is unusual on a soprano recorder. No other instruments by this maker are 
known.
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N 2 0
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION 
MUSEUM NUMBER 
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
MARK
SOURCES
HOCHSCHWARZER, A.
? mid nineteenth century 
Schwaz (A)
D -  Sigmaringen 
279/318 
fourth flute 
b’
A.HOCHSCHWARZER/ SCHWAZ 
Bar: Lander: New Langwill
New Langwill comments “A surviving recorder of folk instrument type resembles a 
similar instrument by Lorenz Walch”. The present author considers it inappropriate 
to denigrate the Walch recorders as being of ‘folk instrument type’ but has not been 
able to study the Hochschwarzer instrument or further details thereof.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
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N21
JEANTET (?Jean) 
f la l8 2 3 -p l8 2 7  
Lyon(F)
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.590 
LENGTH c400 mm (head lost)
KEYS 6
m a r k  JEANTET/a  LYON
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The head of this recorder is missing: the length of the remaining pieces suggest that 
the instrument is a voice flute or a tenor. It is built in four pieces with a straight foot 
and six keys. The pattern of the keywork is quite different from that of a similarly- 
dated French recorder by Bellissent (N1 ).
New Langwill (p i94) notes that Jeantet was listed diS facteur et marchand 
d ’instruments. No other recorders are extant but a small number of other woodwind 
instruments are preserved.
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N 22
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
KRUSPE, Franz-Carl
1808 -  1885 (firm continued p i950)
Erfurt (D)
US -  MI -  Ann Arbor
COLLECTION NUMBER 508
TYPE
LENGTH
Treble beaked flute in A 
489 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained box: German silver ferrules:clarinet-like bell
KEYS
MARK
SOURCES
4 nickel-plated
(lyre)/ KRUSPE/ ERFURT/ (wheel with six spokes) 
Museum catalogue: Walter and von Huene
This instrument is described by Walter and von Huene as “hardly a recorder in the 
normal sense but displays traits common to the English flageolet: a four-keyed beak 
flute” : however, a photograph obtained from the museum displays a recorder-like 
instrument with a typical recorder ‘beak’ mouthpiece, seven finger holes and four 
keys. The appearances are much more characteristic of the recorder than the flageolet 
apart from the keywork, and it must be recalled that keywork on smaller recorders, 
although uncommon, is far from unlmown in the nineteenth century. In modem 
terminology, the instrument would be called a third flute.
New Langwill (p217) relates that Kruspe worked in Mülhausen from 1829 to 1836, 
thereafter moving to Erfurt. He was an outstanding innovator, making many 
improvements to the transverse flute and other woodwind instruments.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
35
N 23
LAMY, Joseph Alfred 
1 8 50- 1919 
London (GB)
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 01201
TYPE
SOURCE
Soprano
Cite de la Musique on-line catalogue
The catalogue lists this instrument as being of nineteenth-century origin. Little is 
known of the maker save that he also made violin bows but a tenor recorder by a 
Lamy passed through Sotheby’s Sale Rooms in New York in 1995.^ The maker may 
have been Concord Lamy (fl mid C20) rather than Joseph Alfred: other recorders by 
this maker survive, but the present location of the ‘Sotheby’ Lamy is not known.
Quinn, K. personal electronic communication 23.02.04
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
36
N 24
LECOMTE, Arsène Zoë
1818-1892
Paris (F)
F -  Sallaberry
COLLECTION NUMBER 1
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Soprano
326 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Palisander: 1 nickel-silver ring: 2 pieces
MARK
SOURCE
A.LECOMTE & Cie./ PARIS 
Collection catalogue
The firm of Lecomte & Cie. was founded by Lecomte and flourished in Paris from 
1859 to post-1910 {New Langwill p229). Information about this and the following 
recorder is taken from a catalogue of the collection published in special number XIV 
of Larigot 2003 (Journal of L’Association des Collectionneurs d’instruments de 
Musique à Vent), a copy of which was supplied to the author in a personal 
communication from Gétreau.^ The catalogue dates this and the following instrument
as cl 890.
 ^Gétreau, F. personal communication 18.03.03
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N 25
MAKER LECOMTE, Arsène Zoë
LOCATION F -Sallaberry
COLLECTION NUMBER 2 
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE c”
LENGTH 325 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Palisander: 1 nickel-silver ring: 2 pieces
See previous instrument.
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N 26
MAKER LOHNER (LEHNER) Friedrich II
DATES 1797-1865
PLACE OF WORK Nuremberg (D)
LOCATION C H -B ase l
COLLECTION NUMBER 1896.199a
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
LENGTH 500 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: unmounted
MARK F.LEHNER/ FL
SOURCES Gutmann: Lander: New Langwill (p239): Nickel: 
museum visit
The nomenclature of the family Lohner has been studied by Nickel.'® Friedrich 
Lohner was bom in 1737 and in 1762 became a master tumer. He taught his craft to 
his son Johann Andreas (1768 -  1853: see recorders N 28, N 29), who was the father 
of Friedrich II (1797 -  1865). All three men worked in Nuremberg using different 
marks, and some confusion has arisen with regard to the ascription of surviving 
recorders (and other instruments) to particular members o f the family. Nickel’s study 
elucidates the matter.
Friedrich Lohner I’s mark is given as (fleur-de-lys)/ F. LOHNER/ A/ NÜRNBERG 
whereas Nickel ascribes the mark (fleur-de-lys)/ F.LEHNER/ FL (monogram) to 
Friedrich II. The recorder under discussion bears the mark F.LEHNER/ FL on all 
three joints and according to Nickel’s work is therefore a nineteenth-century 
instmment by Friedrich II. New Langwill, however, suggests that some of the
Nickel, E. Der Holzblasinstrumentenbau in derfreien  Reichsstadt Nürnberg 
Munich: Musikverlag Emil Katzbichler 1971 pp313-314
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instruments (not necessarily the recorders) bearing this mark may be of earlier 
manufacture.
A catalogue of the Basel collection published in 1906 notes that both this and the 
following recorder were used in church services in Adelboden (Switzerland)."
" Nef, K. Musikinstrumenten Katalog, Historisches Museum, Basel 
Basel: Birkhauser 1906 p l2
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N 27
MAKER LOHNER (LEHNER) Friedrich II
LOCATION C H -B asel
COLLECTION NUMBER 1896.199b
This recorder is identical to N 26.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
41
N 28
LOHNER, Johann Andreas 
1768- 1853 
Nuremberg (D)
D -  Erlangen
COLLECTION NUMBER R 24 
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
LENGTH 493 mm
m a r k  ( t r e e ) / J.A.LÔHNER/a / NÜRNBERG
SOURCES Eschler: Lander: New Langwill (p239)
The foot of this instrument is of early nineteenth-century manufacture: the upper 
joints may be very late eighteenth century (Eschler). For biographical information see 
the notes to recorder N26.
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N 29
MAKER LOHNER, J.A.
LOCATION S -  Stockholm
COLLECTION NUMBER F 174 
t y p e  Alto
m a r k  (tree)/ J.A.LÔHNER [cursive]/ A/ NÜRNBERG
[cursive]/ (two stars)
SOURCES Eastop: Lander
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N 30
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
MUSEUM NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
SOURCE
MAHILLON, Victor-Charles 
1841 -  1924 
Brussels (B)
I -  Florence 
107 
Tenor 
596 mm
Museum catalogue
This instrument is a renaissance-style flûte à neuf trous and is described in the 
catalogue as a very accurate copy of a renaissance recorder. Like the following 
instrument, it was made in the workshop of Mahillon in Brussels and given to the 
Florentine museum in perpetuity.
The firm of Mahillon was founded by Charles Borromée Mahillon (1813 -  1887): his 
eldest son, Victor-Charles, joined the firm in 1865 and was responsible for 
commissioning copies of historic instruments, some of which were used in 
performance. It is open to question whether Mahillon himself made the instruments 
but his contributions both to organology and to the revival o f the recorder were 
considerable and are discussed in Chapter XIII, ‘The recorder revival in Belgium’.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LENGTH
44
N31
MAHILLON, Victor-Charles 
I -  Florence
COLLECTION NUMBER 108
Bass (basset) 
975 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ebony: ivory mounts
KEYS
SOURCE
1 swallow key 
Museum catalogue
This recorder is in the baroque style and is blown through a crook.
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N 32
MAKER
LOCATION
MAHILLON, Victor-Charles 
B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
SOURCES
Sopranino
De Keyser: Mahillon II p283: museum visit
This instrument is one of a set of eight recorders copied from instruments by 
Kynseker (1636 -  1686) in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg. The 
copies are of considerable interest as they were played in London at the International 
Inventions Exhibition in 1885 and displayed again in London at the Royal Military 
Exhibition in 1890: these appearances are discussed in Chapter X, ‘The recorder 
revival in England’. The instruments are well made and remain in good condition m a
leather case.
The remainder of the set is listed on the following pages: the pitch notation (g and d) 
was common in the renaissance. There is one sopranino, two each of soprano, alto,
and tenor, and one basset.
This set comprises N32 to N39: each instrument is listed separately, although they all
are catalogued as 1023 in the museum.
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N 33
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE d”
One of a set of eight.
47
N 34
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor -Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE d”
One of a set of eight.
48
N 35
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
One of a set of eight.
49
N 36
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
One of a set of eight.
50
N 37
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
TYPE Tenor
LOWEST NOTE d’
One of a set of eight.
51
N 38
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -B russe ls
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
t y p e  Tenor
LOWEST NOTE d’
One of a set of eight.
52
N 39
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -B russe ls
COLLECTION NUMBER 1023 
t y p e  Basset
LOWEST NOTE g
One of a set of eight.
53
N 40
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1029
t y p e  Bass
LOWEST NOTE c
LENGTH 1360 mm
KEYS 1
SOURCE Mahillon II p287
A renaissance-style bass recorder with a fontanelle: it is a copy of an instrument in the 
Municipal Museum of Verona.
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N41
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
LENGTH
KEYS
MARK
SOURCE
MAHILLON, Victor-Charles 
B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER 1030
Bass 
? afla t 
1760 mm 
4
Hans Rauch von Schratt 
Mahillon II p288
A renaissance-style bass recorder which is a copy of an instrument in Le Musée 
National de Musique (now the Bavarian National Museum) in Munich. Rauch was a 
member of a significant family of woodwind instrument makers which flourished in 
Shrattenbach in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries {New Langwill p320). 
According to New Langwill Rauch did not use his name only as a mark and the simple 
inscription ‘Hans Rauch von Schratt’ is most likely of Mahillon’s invention. A 
similar confusion is demonstrated in recorders A38 -  A40.
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N 42
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -B russe ls
COLLECTION NUMBER 1035
t y p e  Contrabass
LOWEST NOTE D
LENGTH 2620 mm
KEYS 4
SOURCE Mahillon II p290
This very large recorder is a copy of a renaissance-style instrument in Le Musée du 
Steen (now the Vleeshuis Museum) in Antwerp. It was brought to London for the 
Royal Military Exhibition in 1890 (see Chapter X). A further (anonymous) copy o f a 
contrabass from Antwerp is listed as A43 but it measures only 2602 mm. The 
catalogue o f the Antwerp collection states that Mahillon caused two copies o f the 
instrument to be made in 1881, and that one copy (the present instrument) is in 
Brussels, the other (possibly A43) being given to the Crosby Brown Collection in 
New York.'^ If this is indeed the case, it is surprising that the two copies are of 
dissimilar length.
12 Catalogus van de Muziekinstrumenten uit de versameling van heet Museum Vleeshuis 
Antwerp: Ruckers Genootschap 1981 p57
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N 43
MAKER MAHILLON, Victor-Charles
LOCATION B -B russe ls
COLLECTION NUMBER 1041
t y p e  Basset
LOWEST NOTE g
LENGTH 920 mm
KEYS 2
SOURCE Mahillon II p292
A baroque-style bass recorder, a copy of an instrument in Le Musée du Château at 
Damstadt. A further baroque-style bass(et) is preserved in Florence (N 31) but is 55 
mm shorter: its fundamental is not known.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
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N 44
MARTIN, Jean-Baptiste 
1862-1923
La Couture-Boussey (F) 
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.529
TYPE Tenor
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ivory mounts
KEYS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
1 swallow key
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The museum catalogue states that the recorder was built in 1879 by Jean-Baptiste 
Martin of La Couture-Boussey. A dynasty of woodwind instrument makers by the 
name of Martin existed in La Couture from the middle o f the eighteenth century, 
culminating in the formation of the firm Martin frères which flourished in Pans from 
cl 840 to 1927: four members of the family bore the name Jean-Baptiste. The eldest 
Jean-Baptiste was bom in 1751/2, Jean-Baptiste II lived from 1791 until 1867, Jean- 
Baptiste III from 1817 to 1877, with François Jean-Baptiste (1862 -  1923) being the 
last to bear the name {New Langwill p253). If the recorder was indeed made in 1879 
(see below) the last-named would have been its maker: the instmment is similar in 
outward appearance to other French recorders o f the late nineteenth century, a number 
of these also having a swallow key for the little finger. This may be the recorder 
referred to by Hunt, discovered when he visited the collection of Mme. Thibault de
Chambure:
I came across a tenor, obviously copied from an old one, on the butterfly key 
of which I read the following: “P.R. Souvenir de Couture 1875”, and on the 
head of this very fine instrument “J.B.Martin à son ami Paul Roche”.
Hunt, E.H. The recorder and its music p i44
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
58
N 45
MARTIN, Johann Gottfried 
c l7 7 2 -p l8 4 2  
Potsdam (D)
D -  Leipzig
COLLECTION NUMBER 1146
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Bassett
f
962 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple: ivory mounts
KEYS
MARK
SOURCES
Prussian eagle/ MARTIN/ POTSDAM 
Lander: museum catalogue: New Langwill p254
Heyde (compiler of the catalogue) considers this to be one of the last ‘bass recorders’ 
to have been built before the recorder’s decline. It is blown with a crook: four keys
on a basset recorder are unremarkable.
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N46
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
MUSEUM NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS 
MAKER’S MARK 
SOURCE
NOBLET, F. 
c l 820 
Paris
GB -  Oxford 
0405 
Alto 
486 mm
Box: horn mouthpiece, rings, and bell rim 
(cockereiyF .NOBLET/ (star)
Bingham
This instrument was offered for sale by Bingham in early 2005. The recorder is in 
good condition except for some damage to the horn lip which does not effect playing. 
The appearance of the instrument (as illustrated on Bingham’s website) is very similar 
to the recorder by Colas (N5) and the anonymous French instruments A2, A6, A7,
A34 and A35.
New Langwill (p282) notes that the Noblet family was large, with inter-relationships 
being unclear. Family members worked in La Couture-Boussey, Ivry-la-Bataille and 
Paris. The date ‘c mid C 19’ is given for F. Noblet.
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N 47
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
NOBLET ET THIBOUVILLE 
111862- 1887 
Ivry-la-Bataille (F) 
xD -  Berlin
COLLECTION NUMBER x2905
SOURCES Langwill p 128: Wittenbrink
A personal communication from Bemd Wittenbrink, museum curator, advised that 
both this and the following instrument were lost in the Second World War. Neither 
photographs nor documentation have survived. The firm of Noblet et Thibouville was 
founded in 1862 with the union of a member of the woodwind-making family of 
Noblet with Eugène Thibouville {New Langwill p282).
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N 48
MAKER NOBLET ET THIBOUVILLE
LOCATION xD -  Berlin
COLLECTION NUMBER x2983
See previous instrument.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCE
62
N 49
NOBLET ET THIBOUVILLE 
D -C e lle  
Third flute 
Box
Haase-Moeck
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
63
N 50
OPPENHEIM 
? first half C l 9 
London (GB) 
GB -  Oxford
COLLECTION NUMBER 0404 
t y p e  ? Tenor
LENGTH 542 mm
m a r k  Oppenheim, London
SOURCE la Rue
This instrument was recently acquired by the Bate Collection from Bingham. It has a 
straight flute-like foot-joint in common with many English recorders of the period. 
New Langwill (p286) lists ‘Oppenheim’ as a London woodwind instrument maker and 
‘M.Oppenheim’ as also working in London: a firm of ‘Oppenheim Brothers’ 
flourished between 1876 and 1884.
64
N 51
MAKER SCHIN
DATES cl 840
PLACE OF WORK Neuburg (D)
LOCATION D -  Nuremberg
COLLECTION NUMBER MIR 197
TYPE Sixth flute
LOWEST NOTE d”
LENGTH 320 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: horn mounts
MARK Schin, Neuburg: D (on body)
PROVENANCE ex Ruck
SOURCES Lander: museum on-line inventory;
van der Meer
The workshop of Schin was founded by Joseph Schin I in the early nineteenth century 
and continued as a family concern until cl 870. The museum catalogue suggests a 
date of 1840 for this recorder. The letter ‘D ’ appears on the body of the instrument: 
such marks indicating pitch are often found on Bavarian and Austrian instruments, in 
some cases being incorporated into the maker’s mark (see Illustration VIII, recorder
N59).
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
65
N 52
SCHWEFFER, Heinrich
C 1 8 1 4 - 1 8 8 7
Graz (A)
A - Graz
COLLECTION NUMBER KGW 1.423
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Sixth flute 
d”
288 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: foot joint of box
KEYS
MARK
SOURCE
1
SCHWEFFER/ GRAZ/ D 
Museum catalogue
The firm of Schweffer was established by Heinrich Schweffer, who was succeeded by 
his son August (1850 -  1940). The firm made other woodwind instruments including 
csakans (JVew Langwill p368). The letter ‘D ’ in the mark is a pitch mark.
66
N 5 3
MAKER SCHWEFFER, Heinrich (workshop)
LOCATION A -G ra z
COLLECTION NUMBER KGW 1.422
t y p e  Sixth flute
LOWEST NOTE d”
LENGTH 293 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum
SOURCE Museum catalogue.
The instrument is described as ‘without beak’ in the catalogue: it may represent a 
‘folk’ recorder. A further recorder made in Graz ‘without beak’ but of anonymous 
origin is listed as A32.
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N 54
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
THIBOUVILLE -  CAB ART (workshop)
C 1 8 9 0 -1 9 0 1
Paris (F)
D -  Leipzig
COLLECTION NUMBER 1114
ExilentTYPE
LOWEST NOTE g”
LENGTH 263 nun
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple 
SOURCE Museum catalogue
The instrument is described as a copy of an older style of recorder similar to those by 
Schlegel in Basel and Walch in Berchtesgaden (both these instruments are of the 
baroque type -  author): it is a “simple and cheap” instrument. Heyde (author o f the 
catalogue) also notes that the instrument is in the form of the lost Noblet et 
Thibouville recorders (N 47, N 48) which were located in Berlin. The catalogue gives 
1890 -  1901 as the period of manufacture. New Langwill states that the firm of 
Thibouville Cabart flourished in Ezy from about 1865, moving to Paris before 1875
Üd98y
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N 55
MAKER THIBOUVILLE -  CABART
LOCATION I-M ila n
COLLECTION NUMBER 318
t y p e  Soprano
LENGTH 320 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
m a r k  t h ib o u v il l e / Cabart/ à Paris
SOURCE Museum catalogue
The catalogue dates this instrument as eighteenth century but this is clearly a mistake 
for the firm of Thibouville - Cabart was not founded until around 1865 (see N54).
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N 56
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
TOLBECQUE, Auguste 
1830- 1919 
Niort (F)
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 2138
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Tenor {quinte) 
d’
715 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained box; 1 ivory ring and bell trim
KEYS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
1
A.Tolbecque, Niort
ex Cesbron: donated to museum in 1934 
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
This instrument is described in Cesbron’s catalogue as a copy of a tenor recorder by 
Hotteterre in the same collection (E 590.2.0001). Technically, a recorder in d ’ would 
now be referred to as a voice flute, but the word qninte is best translated as ‘tenor’.
Tolbecque was a ‘cellist by training but in retirement built copies o f old instruments. 
His work is further described in Chapter XI, ‘The recorder revival in France’.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
MARK
SOURCES
70
N 57
TOWNSEND 
f lc l8 1 6 -c l8 6 9  
Manchester (GB)
Unknown: sold by auction 1990 
? sixth flute 
6/ Townsend/ ManchR 
Blanchfield: Lander
This small recorder has the straight foot-joint common on English recorders o f the 
period but the workmanship of the windway is of poor quality. It is likely that the 
figure ‘6’ in the mark refers to the instrument being a sixth flute, this not appearing on 
other marks used by this maker, and is therefore analogous to the Tetter’ pitch-marks 
used on the Bavarian and Austrian recorders. The instrument is well-worn, and 
appears to have been much used.
The firm of Townsend flourished in Manchester between cl 825 and 1860 as music 
publishers, sellers, and instrument dealers. New Langwill gives the dates 1819 -  
1869 (p403).
n Humphries, C. and Smith, W.C. Music publishing in the British Isles from  the earliest times to the 
middle o f  the nineteenth century 
London: Cassell 1954 p313
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
71
N 58
WALCH, Lorenz II 
f la l8 0 9 -1 8 6 2  
Berchtesgaden (D) 
D -  Munich
COLLECTION NUMBER 25961
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Sixth flute 
d”
300 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: unmounted
MARK
SOURCES
LORENZ/ WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN/ D 
Lander: museum catalogue: Young p250
A Berchtesgadener Fleitl (Berchtesgaden small flute). The ‘D ’ in the maker’s mark is 
a pitch mark, and the museum catalogue describes the recorder as a ‘folk-lore 
instrument’. The Berchtesgadener Fleitl and the Walch family are discussed in
Chapter V , ‘The Berchtesgadener Fleitl’.
MAKER
LOCATION
72
N 59
WALCH, Lorenz II 
A -  Salzburg
COLLECTION NUMBER 3/3
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Soprano
335 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: horn rings
MARK
SOURCE
a  LORENZ WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN
Lander: New Langwill p420: Young p250: museum 
visit
The author was permitted to play this instrument by courtesy of the Curator, Dr. Kurt 
Birsak, in October 2002. It is a high-quality recorder having a bright, clear tone and a 
compass of two octaves with good intonation. Marvin played this recorder whilst 
researching his 1972 paper ‘Recorders and English Flutes in European Collections’ 
and assessed the playability and tone of the recorder as fairly good .
The maker’s mark is shown in Illustration VIII.
Marvin, B. ‘Recorders and English flutes in European collections 
G a lp in  Society Journal XXV 1972 pp30-57
IIlustration VIII
Pitch maik ‘C ’ on recorder 
by l orenz Walch II
Author’s photograph
MAKER
LOCATION
73
N 60
WALCH, Lorenz II 
US -  DC -  Washington
COLLECTION NUMBER 663
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE c”
LENGTH 341 nun
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: 2 horn rings
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
(5 petal flower)/ LORENZ WALCH/ 
BERCHTESGADEN/ C
Bought from Koch (Munich) 1926
Lander: Ward-Bamford: Young p250
The characteristic form of the Berchtesgadener Fleitl is seen in the illustration of this 
instrument (Illustration IX).
M i
Illustration IX 
Soprano recorder by Lorenz Walch 11
N60
Reproduced by perm ission o f  
The Dayton C .M iller Flute C ollection
74
N 61
MAKER
LOCATION
WALCH, Lorenz II 
D -B o n n
COLLECTION NUMBER 8
t y p e  ? Soprano
LOWEST NOTE ? c”
LENGTH 300 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: unmounted
MARK
SOURCES
(5 petal flower)/ LORENZ WALCH/ 
BERCHTESGADEN/D
Lander: Young p250
Young gives c”  as the lowest note of this instrument but the recorder is stamped ‘D ’ 
suggesting that it is not a soprano (flflh flute) but a sixth flute. The instrument 
measures 300 mm, which makes it likely that it is indeed a sixth flute, the two other 
fifth flutes by this maker (N59, N60) measuring 335 and 341 mm respectively, and 
the sixth flute (N58) 300 mm.
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N 62
MAKER
LOCATION
WALCH, Lorenz II 
D -  Berchtesgaden
COLLECTION NUMBER 1074
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Soprano
c”
338 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Palisander: ivory mounts
MARK
SOURCES
C (pitch mark)
Bruckner: Lander: Young p250: museum visit
Young lists three soprano recorders by this maker in the Heimatmuseum in 
Berchtesgaden, but Bruckner’s study of the Walch family lists only two (the present 
instrument and a third flute, N63). A visit to the museum by the present author in 
October 2002 confirmed Bruckner’s observations.
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N 63
MAKER WALCH, Lorenz II
LOCATION D -  Berchtesgaden
COLLECTION NUMBER 1079
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Third flute 
a’ flat 
419 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: unmounted
MARK
SOURCES
LORENZ WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN 
Bruckner: Lander: Young p250: museum visit
This recorder bears the mark ‘RW’ on the head, a similar mark being found on an alto 
by Goulding in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (N16). The maker’s 
mark is difficult to read but appears to bear the letter ‘A ’ (indicating pitch) and a 
clover leaf as well as the above inscription. This is compatible with Lorenz Walch 
IPs work.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
SOURCE
77
N 64
WALCH, Lorenz II 
D -  Stuttgart 
Soprano 
Young p250
MAKER
LOCATION
78
N 65
WALCH, Lorenz II 
D -  Nuremberg
COLLECTION NUMBER MIR 194
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Soprano
c”
340 mm 
Plum
(flower)/ LORENZ WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN 
ex Ruck
Lander: museum on-line inventory: van der Meer: 
Young p250
The museum literature dates this instrument as c l 855.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
79
N66
WALCH, Paul 
f la l8 6 2 -1 8 7 3  
Berchtesgaden 
A -  Salzburg
COLLECTION NUMBER 3/1
Sixth flute 
d”
300 mm
Rosewood: ivory mounts
(8 petal flower)/ PAUL WALCH/ 
BERCHTESGADEN/D
Lander: New Langwill p420: Young p251: museum 
visit
The author was permitted to sound this instrument in October 2002: it is not in good 
condition but the tone is bright and similar to the soprano by Lorenz Walch II in the 
same museum (N59). Marvin (1972) commented that the playability and tone of the 
instrument w ere ‘fairly good’ (see also N59).
Biographical details of Paul Walch are given in Chapter V.
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N 67
MAKER WALCH, Paul
LOCATION D -  Nuremberg
COLLECTION NUMBER MIR 195
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
SOURCES
Soprano
c”
336 mm
Box: horn mounts
(flower)/ PAUL WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN/ C
Lander: museum on-line inventory: van der Meer: 
Young p251
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N 6 8
MAKER WALCH, Paul
LOCATION D -N urem berg
COLLECTION NUMBER MIR 196 
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE c”
LENGTH 338 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: horn mounts
MARK (flower)/ PAUL WALCH/ BERCHTESGADEN/ C
SOURCES Lander: museum on-line inventory: van der Meer: 
Young p251
Similar to N 67.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCES
82
N 69
WALCH, Paul 
D -  Bremen 
Soprano 
c”
334 mm
Box: horn mounts 
Lander: Young p251
ORIGIN
LOCATION
83
A l
Europe ?France 
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.542
TYPE
LENGTH
Tenor 
c700 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ivory mounts and bell-rim
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The recorder is of baroque pattern.
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A 2
ORIGIN ?France
LOCATION F -P aris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.543
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH c450 mm
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The instrument is of a very plain outline, with only small bulges at the joints in 
contrast to the prominent bulges found on most baroque-style recorders. It bears a 
marked external similarity to E 980.2.555/556 (A6, A7) and also to anonymous 
recorders in Brussels (A34) and in the Steams Collection in Ann Arbor (A35): a 
further instmment of like pattern is illustrated in Hipkin’s Musical Instruments 
Historic,Rare, and Unique o f but its present location is not known (see 
Appendix II, item 8). It was formerly in the Glen Collection in Edinburgh. A 
recorder by Colas (cl 857 -  1883) is also preserved in the Steams Collection (N5) and 
appears extemally identical to the above instmments: another recorder of similar 
appearance by Noblet (cl 820) has recently been advertised for sale (N46). The 
present author concludes that all these instmments are most probably Parisian and 
mostly date from the earliest days of the recorder revival.
Hipkins, A.J. Musical instruments historic, rare, and unique 
Edinburgh: A ,& C. Black 1888 plate XXXVIII
ORIGIN
LOCATION
85
A 3
Europe ?France 
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.545 
TYPE Alto
LENGTH
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
c500 mm
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The recorder is of baroque pattern.
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A 4
ORIGIN Europe ? France
LOCATION F -P aris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.546
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH c550 nun
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
Lander comments that the foot-joint may not be original: the instrument is otherwise 
similar to A 3.
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A 5
ORIGIN
LOCATION
Europe ?France 
F -  Paris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.547
TYPE
LENGTH
Alto
c650 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ivory beak
KEYS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
1 swallow key
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
Although this instrument is described as an alto, its size suggests that it is more likely 
to be a voice flute or tenor recorder. The lowest note is not given.
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A 6
ORIGIN Europe ?France
LOCATION F -P aris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.555
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
A simple, plain outline. See notes on recorders N5 and A2.
The foot joint is missing.
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A 7
ORIGIN Europe ?France
LOCATION F -P a ris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.556
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH c450 mm
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
A simple, plain outline. See notes on recorders N 5 and A 2.
ORIGIN
LOCATION
COLLECTION NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
90
A 8
Europe ?France 
F -  Paris 
E 980.2.557 
Soprano 
c350 mm
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
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A 9
ORIGIN Europe ? France
LOCATION F -P aris
COLLECTION NUMBER E 980.2.558
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ivory beak and upper ring
PROVENANCE ex Thibault de Chambure
SOURCES Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue: Lander
The foot-joint is missing.
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A 10
ORIGIN Europe ?France
LOCATION F -P a ris
COLLECTION NUMBER E2393
TYPE Mezzo soprano
LENGTH 390 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained box
PROVENANCE ex Cesbron
SOURCE Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue
The term ‘mezzo soprano’ is not in common use in relation to the recorder, and at 390
mm the instrument is too small to be an alto in f  and too large to be a soprano in c , 
it could be either a third or fourth flute. The lowest note is not known.
The recorder appears in Cesbron’s catalogue of 1906, and was acquired by the 
museum in 1934.
ORIGIN
LOCATION
MUSEUM NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCE
93
A l l
Europe ?France 
F -  Paris 
E 980.2.88 
Tenor 
655 mm 
Fruitwood 
1
A S M
ex Thibault de Chambure
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue
The mark is not identified.
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A 12
ORIGIN 
LOCATION 
MUSEUM NUMBER 
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCE
Europe ? France 
F -  Paris 
E0355
Tenor (fourth flute) 
b
700 mm
Stained maple: varnished
Cité de la Musique on-line catalogue
The use of the term ‘tenor’ in connection with this recorder is dubious, for a tenor 
recorder is pitched in c’. Some authorities apply the term fourth flute to recorders in 
b flat as well as to recorders pitched an octave higher in b flat’.
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
95
A13
La Couture-Boussey (F)
1888-1896
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 1
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE c’”
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box 
SOURCES
‘Piccolo’
Lander: museum inventory
Lander describes this instrument as a Garklein (Flotlein) a term used to describe the 
very small renaissance recorders in c’” , but the museum inventory lists it as ‘piccolo’. 
A number of instruments (recorders and other woodwinds) were made in La Couture- 
Boussey in the late nineteenth century to illustrate the history of woodwind 
instrument-making, many of these instruments not being playable but intended for 
display only ( 'reconstitutions ’). In addition to the current inventory, this and the 
following six La Couture recorders are listed in the museum inventory of 1898, a 
photocopy of which was supplied to the author by Dr. Florence Gétreau.*
The particular role of La Couture in relation to the recorder in the nineteenth century 
is discussed in Chapter XI, ‘The recorder revival in France’.
*Inventaire des Instruments du Musée Communale de La Couture-Boussey, 31 
December 1898
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A 14
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MARK
SOURCES
La Couture-Boussey 
1888-1896
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 2
Soprano
c”
310 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
RAFI
Gétreau: museum inventory
This recorder is a nineteenth century copy of an instrument by Rafi, a family of 
woodwind instrument makers who flourished in Lyon in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Several marks were used by the Rafi family, but all contained symbols in 
addition to the name ‘RAFF {New Langwill p317) and the simplified mark on this 
recorder has other parallels in the field of late nineteenth-century reconstructions of 
old instruments (compare N41).
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A 15
ORIGIN La Couture-Boussey
DATES 1888-1896
LOCATION F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 3
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
MATERIALS/MOUNTS stained box
SOURCES Gétreau: Lander: museum inventory
A copy of an earlier instrument, described in French as a reconstitution: the external 
form of the original is replicated but not the bore.
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
98
A 16
La Couture-Boussey 
1888-1896 
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 5
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
LENGTH
KEYS
Tenor
c’
655 mm 
1
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
SOURCES Gétreau: Lander: museum inventory
A reconstitution.
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A 17
ORIGIN La Couture-Boussey
DATES 1888-1896
LOCATION F - L a  Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 6 
t y p e  Tenor
LOWEST NOTE c’
KEYS 1
MARK V/M
SOURCES Gétreau: museum inventory
This instrument is a nineteenth-century copy of a recorder by Hotteterre (the family 
member is not specified) and bears the mark V/M: these letters might suggest Victor 
(Charles) Mahillon but the instrument was made in La Couture and Mahillon did not 
appear to use this mark.
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
LENGTH
KEYS
MARK
SOURCES
100
A 18
La Couture-Boussey
1888-1896
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 7
Basset
f
910 mm 
1
I C DENNER
Gétreau: museum inventory
A nineteenth-century copy of a recorder by I.C.Denner (fl cl 678 mid C l 8). the 
mark is not authentic for none of the marks used by this family consist only of the 
name I C DENNER (see New Langwill p85). A parallel is drawn between this mark 
and the mark on recorder A14.
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
101
A 19
La Couture-Boussey
1888-1896
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 8
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Basset
f
1050 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS ‘Light wood’
KEYS
SOURCES
1
Gétreau: Lander: museum inventory
A reconstitution: Gétreau suggests that it is a nineteenth-century eopy of a previous 
instrument.
ORIGIN
DATES
LOCATION
102
A 20
La Couture-Boussey 
1888-1896 
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 17 
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
LENGTH 475 mm
MARK C.F.
SOURCES Gétreau: museum inventory
A reconstitution which is in poor condition. The mark has not been identified.
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A 21
ORIGIN Unknown
LOCATION F -  Marseille
COLLECTION NUMBER 1060
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 454 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Tight wood’ : foot and ‘beak’ in ebony: 2 horn rings
SOURCE Gétreau
The instrument is preserved in good condition.
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A 22
ORIGIN Unknown: 1800-1900
LOCATION F -M arseille
COLLECTION NUMBER 1085
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Alto
f
460 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple: ivory rings
MARK
SOURCE
Poorly-visible oval mark on head-joint 
Gétreau
The instrument is described as ‘dirty’.
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A 23
ORIGIN Unknown: 71800 -  1830
LOCATION F -N ic e
COLLECTION NUMBER C. 169
t y p e  Tenor
LOWEST NOTE c’
LENGTH 645 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple
SOURCE Gétreau
An instrument of mediocre manufacture and in poor condition.
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A 24
ORIGIN ? Berchtesgaden (D)
LOCATION DK -  Copenhagen
COLLECTION NUMBER E 32
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE b fla t’
LENGTH 373 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum unmounted
MAKER’S MARK B (pitch mark)
SOURCES Bergstrom: museum catalogue ( 1902)
The museum literature suggests that this recorder is of eighteenth-century origin. 
However, the present author observed that the instrument bore a marked external 
similarity to a recorder by Lorenz Walch in the Dayton C. Miller flute collection 
(N60, illustration IX) and was also similar to several other nineteenth-century fifth 
and sixth flutes from Berchtesgaden which he had examined. Many of the 
Berchtesgaden (and other Bavarian/Austrian) recorders bear a pitch mark and in the 
case of the recorder under discussion ‘B’ is clearly visible stamped on the head-joint. 
‘B’ is the German equivalent of the English B flat, and the length of the instrument is
certainly compatible with its being a fourth flute (sixth flutes of the Berchtesgaden
school are approximately 300 mm long, and the fifth flutes approximately 335 mm), it 
seems probable that this recorder is in fact a Berchtesgadener Fleitl in b flat’. It 
should also be noted that plum was often used in Berchtesgaden for recorder making. 
Ture Bergstrom, curator of the museum and an authoritative maker of recorders 
concurs with these observations and now lists the instrument as an anonymous 
recorder in b flat’ of the Berchtesgaden nineteenth-century tradition.'^
Illustration X
Bergstrom, T. personal electronic communication 10.12.02
m s
Illustration X 
Anonymous recorder E32
A24
Reproduced by permission of
The Carl Claudius Collection
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A 25
ORIGIN Germany
LOCATION D K -Copenhagen
COLLECTION NUMBER E 64 
t y p e  Soprano
LENGTH 370 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Grenadilla: German silver rings and bell-rim 
SOURCES Bergstrom; museum catalogue (1902)
This recorder, together with the following two instruments, was acquired by the 
museum in 1900, when all three were listed as ‘modem Langsfloten\ the German 
term Langsflote implying a vertically-blown flute. This term does not appear in other 
languages and it is likely that these three recorders are of nineteenth-century German 
origin. E64 is a keyless instmment with a clarinet-like bell and bears a superficial 
similarity to a ‘csakan’ described in Zimmermann of Leipzig’s catalogue of c l 900.
It should be noted that the instmments in Zimmermann’s catalogue are not traditional 
Viennese csakans as described in Chapter I.
18
Betz, M. Der Csakan und seine Musik p48
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A 26
ORIGIN Germany
LOCATION DK -  Copenhagen
COLLECTION NUMBER E65
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 406 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Grenadilla: German silver rings and bell-rim
k e y s  6: German silver
SOURCES Bergstrom: museum catalogue (1902)
This keyed recorder has a clarinet-like bell. The keys and bell might suggest that the 
instrument is a csakan but the thumb-hole measures 5 mm in diameter, a characteristic 
of the recorder rather than the csakan.
Illustration XI
Illustration XI 
Anonymous recorder E64 
A26
Reproduced by permission of
The Carl Claudius Collection
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A 27
ORIGIN Germany
LOCATION DK -  Copenhagen
COLLECTION NUMBER E 66
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 343 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Grenadilla: German silver rings and bell-rim: 2 pieces
k e y s  6: German silver
SOURCES Bergstrom: museum catalogue (1902)
The instrument has a straight, unflared foot-joint and the keywork bears a similarity to 
the previous recorder (A26, collection number E65). The thumb-hole measures 4.7 
mm (recorder size) but with a length of only 343 mm the recorder is a soprano rather 
than an alto as described in the museum literature.
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A 28
ORIGIN Unknown: cl900
LOCATION NL -  The Hague
COLLECTION NUMBER 1933 0686
t y p e  Soprano
LENGTH 362 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS 1 piece
SOURCE Museum inventory
I l l
A 29
ORIGIN Unknown: cl 875
LOCATION NL -  The Hague
COLLECTION NUMBER 1933 1008
t y p e  Sopranino
LENGTH 224 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Fruitwood: 1 piece
SOURCE Museum inventory
ORIGIN
LOCATION
MUSEUM NUMBER
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
SOURCE
112
A 30
Unknown: c l850 
NL -  The Hague 
1933 1041 
Alto 
514 mm 
Box: horn rings 
3: brass
Museum inventory
The instrument measures 514 mm and is long for an alto but the pitch of the lowest 
note is not known. Three keys on an instrument of this size is an unusual feature.
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A31
ORIGIN ? Nuremberg: al 860
LOCATION D -N urem berg
COLLECTION NUMBER MI 93 
t y p e  Bass
SOURCES Museum on-line inventory: Lander
The museum inventory describes the recorder as a ‘theatre instrument’, and Lander 
refers to it as a ‘stage prop’.
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A 32
ORIGIN ? Austria; cl900
LOCATION A - G r a z - S
COLLECTION NUMBER S M I
t y p e  Sixth flute
LOWEST NOTE d”
LENGTH 285 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Grenadilla
SOURCE Museum catalogue
Described as ‘without beak’: in this respect it bears a similarity to N53, also made in
Graz but in the workshop of Heinrich Schweffer.
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A 33
ORIGIN ?Germany ??Scandinavia
LOCATION G B -L o n d o n -H
COLLECTION NUMBER 14.5.47/59 
t y p e  Third flute
LOWEST NOTE a’
LENGTH 391 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: foot is of ?box
PROVENANCE ex Carse
SOURCES Lander: Strauchen
Carse described the instrument as being of brown wood (?labumum) with a bell in a 
lighter wood which appeared to be a replacement. He listed the instrument as France
?18* century”.
Friedrich von Huene examined the recorder in 1988 and noted that the foot-joint was 
not original: he considered the instrument to be rather crude and suggested that it was 
of German or Scandinavian nineteenth-century origin. There was little activity in the 
field of the recorder in Scandinavia until the 1930s (see Chapter XIII ‘The recorder 
revival in other countries’) so the origin of the recorder is more likely to be German - 
assuming that von Huene s conjecture is correct.
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A 34
ORIGIN Tunisia
LOCATION B -B russe ls
COLLECTION NUMBER M 359
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 530 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Blackwood: ivory rings
SOURCES De Keyser: Mahillon I p407: museum visit
This instrument is of simple shape and bears a superficial resemblance to the Colas 
alto N5, the Noblet recorder (N46) and the anonymous French recorders A2, A6, A7, 
and A35. It is longer than the other altos of this appearance. Tunisia was a French 
Protectorate from 1881 to 1956, so the similarity to the French instruments is 
explicable, De Keyser describing it as a copy of a European instrument: however, it is 
open to speculation as to whether the recorder was made in Tunisia or was acquired 
from a Frenchman living in the protectorate. The recorder came into Mahillon’s 
possession in 1877 and was exhibited in Paris the following year.
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A 35
ORIGIN Unknown ?France
LOCATION US -  MI -  Ann Arbor
COLLECTION NUMBER 504
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
LENGTH 468 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: horn ferrules
SOURCES Museum catalogue: Walter and von Huene
The instrument exhibits the same simple outline as the recorder by Colas (N5) in the 
same collection, and also recorders N46,A2, A6, A7 and A34, the shape suggesting a 
similar French origin. It is not in playing condition. See notes on A2.
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A 36
ORIGIN ?England ?Germany
LOCATION U S -N Y - N e w  York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.1511
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 475 mm
LOWEST NOTE f
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: horn ferrules and beak
PROVENANCE Crosby Brown Collection
SOURCES Lander: museum catalogue: museum catalogue 1902
There are some discrepancies between the 1902 catalogue of the Crosby Brown 
Collection and the current catalogue concerning a number of the recorders in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. In the 1902 catalogue the recorders are 
referred to as Flûtes douces whereas in the current catalogue they are listed as 
recorders, although this is a matter of terminology rather than organological 
significance.
The 1902 catalogue suggests that this recorder may be o f German origin but the 
current catalogue describes it as English.
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A 37
ORIGIN
LOCATION
?Scandinavia
US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2646
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Alto 
445 mm
Mahogany head and body: fruitwood foot: antler or 
horn rings: antler or bone lip plate and antler inlaid dots 
on head
Crosby Brown Collection 
Lander: museum catalogue
This recorder is not listed in the 1902 catalogue but is currently described as ex 
Crosby Brown. A Scandinavian origin is unlikely as no recorder activity is described 
in that region before c l930.
MAKER
PLACE OF WORK 
DATES
LOCATION 
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2695
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A 38
?Unknown ??KYNSEKER, H.F.??MAHILLON, V-C. 
?Brussels (B) ?Nuremberg (D)
1636 -  1686 (H.F.K.): 1841 -  1924 (V-C.M.)
US -  NY -N ew  York
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Soprano
c”  or c sharp”  (‘high c’ in 1902 catalogue)
318 mm
Plum: horn mounts: 2 pieces 
HEIRONYMUS [and] H F 
Crosby Brown Collection
Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
Controversy surrounds both this and the following two instruments, there being 
debate regarding the maker and (consequently the date) of the recorders. All are of the 
renaissance type. Lander ascribes the recorders to Mahillon who is known to have 
made copies of renaissance recorders including copies of the Kynseker instruments in 
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg (N32 -  39). In 1974 Libin noted in 
the museum catalogue that x-ray examination suggested that the instruments were 
indeed similar to the Nuremberg set and ascribed the recorders to Kynseker rather 
than to an anonymous nineteenth-century maker. In 1976 van der Meer, the then 
curator of the Nuremberg collection, thought that the instruments may be Kynsekers 
but questioned both the flat windway over the block and also the maker’s mark which 
did not precisely match that on the Nuremberg recorders. A year later von Huene 
considered the three recorders to be original and authentic, commenting that no 
copies of this quality are known to have been made in the nineteenth or early 
twentieth centuries”. In 1978 Hellwig examined the recorders and considered them
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not to be authentic because of the finish, the light weight, and the style of lettering on 
the stamp.
The evidence that these recorders date from the seventeenth century is far from 
compelling in view of the inconsistencies noted by van der Meer and Hellwig. In the 
light of von Huene’s comments, it should be noted that Mahillon’s Kynseker copies 
(N32 -  39) are well made and were used in public performance. The inconsistency in 
the maker’s mark is of note, for other nineteenth-century reproductions often bear 
inconsistent marks (note particularly recorder N41, a copy by Mahillon of a recorder 
by Rauch which is unauthentically stamped).
The pitch of the recorders is unusual: the pitch standard to which they are compared is 
not known, so they may represent low-pitched recorders in d” , g’ and d’, a system 
compatible with the renaissance consort.
This recorder, together with the following two, could well be part of a consort but the 
appropriate bass recorder has not come to light.
In conclusion, the present author is o f the opinion that these renaissance-style 
recorders are most probably of nineteenth-century manufacture: this opinion is 
confirmed by the 1902 catalogue which lists the instruments as reproductions.
ORIGIN
LOCATION
122
A 39
?Unknown ??KYNSEKER ??MAHILLON 
U S -N Y -N E W  YORK
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2663
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Alto
f  sharp’ (‘G’ in 1902 catalogue) 
449 nun
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: horn mounts
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Crosby Brown Collection
Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
An alto, otherwise similar to A 38.
ORIGIN
LOCATION
123
A 40
?Unknown ??KYNSEKER: ??MAHILLON 
US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2644
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Tenor
c sharp’ (‘alto in C’ in 1902 catalogue) 
591 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: horn mounts
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Crosby Brown Collection
Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
A tenor, otherwise similar to A 38/39.
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A 41
ORIGIN Unknown: nineteenth century
LOCATION US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2926
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Tenor
b
697 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained maple: brass rings
KEYS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
1 : brass
Crosby Brown Collection 
Lander: museum catalogue
A renaissance-style instrument with fontanelle, probably of European origin.
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A 42
ORIGIN Unknown: nineteenth century
LOCATION US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2045 
t y p e  Basset
LENGTH
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
g
938 mm
Stained box: brass rings 
1 : brass
Crosby Brown Collection
Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
A renaissance-style basset recorder with fontanelle. The 1902 catalogue describes it 
reproduction obtained by courtesy of Frederico Vellani, then director o f theas a
Museo Liceo Musicale in Bologna.
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A 43
ORIGIN Unknown: nineteenth century
LOCATION US -  NY -  New York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.682 
t y p e  Contrabass
LOWEST NOTE D
LENGTH 2602 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained maple: brass rings
KEYS 4: brass
MARK Trefoil
PROVENANCE ex Galpin: Crosby Brown Collection
SOURCES Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
This instrument is described as “Reproduction. Original in Le Musée d’antiquities du 
Steen, Antwerp after Hans Rauch von Schratt”. It is in the renaissance style with 
fontanelle and blown with a crook, the 1902 catalogue describing it as a reproduction 
of a sixteenth-century instrument by courtesy of Baron de Vinck de Winnezeale, then 
director of the museum. It was at one time in Galpin’s possession.
A further copy of the Antwerp instrument by Mahillon is listed as N42 but this 
instrument is some 18 mm longer than the present one. For further details, see 
recorder N42. The mark is not consistent with Rauch, an inconsistency previously 
noted in other nineteenth-century reproductions (see N41, A14, A18, A38 - 40).
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A 44
ORIGIN ?France: C l9
LOCATION U S -N Y - N e w  York
COLLECTION NUMBER 89.4.2352 
t y p e  Contrabass (great bass)
LENGTH 1505 mm
LOWEST NOTE ?d??D
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained maple: brass mounts
k e y s  3: brass
PROVENANCE Crosby Brown Collection
SOURCES Lander: museum catalogue: 1902 museum catalogue
A renaissance-style recorder with fontanelle and blown through a crook. The 
catalogue describes the instrument as a great bass in D whereas Lander calls it a 
contrabass [these differences are of little significance]. A fundamental o f D would be 
appropriate for a great/contrabass but the length of the recorder would suggest that 
this note is more likely to be d. Although listed with other reproductions in the 1902 
catalogue, neither this nor the current catalogue describes the recorder as a 
reproduction but no other French bass recorders of nineteenth-century origin have 
come to light in the course of the present study.
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A 45
ORIGIN Unknown
LOCATION US -  DC -  Washington -  S
COLLECTION NUMBER 65.0615
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Soprano
c”
360 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS ?box ?plum ?maple: unmounted
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
ex University of Pennsylvania 
Museum catalogue: Sheldon
The museum catalogue comments that the instrument may be “the work of an amateur 
or folk craftsman”. The recorder is in the baroque style.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
129
E l
GRASSI, Bamaba 
f la l7 9 7 -p l8 0 2  
Milan (I)
I -  Rome
COLLECTION NUMBER 638
TYPE Alto
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: ivory mounts
SOURCES Lander: AewLawgwzV/pi43: Young p91
The family of Grassi is documented as being active in Milan as instrument makers 
and dealers during the dates given above: Bamaba Grassi and his son Antonio were 
the active members of the family, and both New Langwill and Young ascribe this 
recorder to Bamaba.
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E 2
MAKER
LOCATION
GRASSI, Bamaba 
D -  Leipzig
COLLECTION NUMBER 1113
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Exilent
g”
251 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: hom rings
MARK
SOURCES
GRASSI/ IN MILAN [the ‘ns’ are reversed]
Lander: museum catalogue: New Langwill p i43: 
Young p91
Heyde, writing in the museum catalogue, gives Bamaba and Antonio Grassi as 
makers. The recorder is in the form of a baroque instmment. ‘Exilent’ is a term 
sometimes applied to recorders smaller than the sopranino in f”  such as the 
renaissance Garklein Flotlein in c’” .
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
131
E 3
GRENSER, Heinrich 
01796-1813  
Dresden (D) 
xD -  Berlin
COLLECTION NUMBER x2810
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Alto
e’
570 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: ivory mounts
KEYS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
3: brass
(crown)/ H.GRENSER/ DRESDEN 
ex Sachs
Lander: New Langwill p i46: Young p99
This recorder had a clarinet-like bell and keys for d’, e’, and f  sharp’. Lander 
suggests that it may be a csakan because of its keys and bell but the instrument was 
made in Dresden not Vienna and the keywork is not typical o f that found on csakans. 
It is in an unusual pitch for a recorder and it is possible that it could represent a high- 
pitched recorder in e flat’, a type occasionally found amongst recorders of the baroque 
period.
Heinrich Grenser, a member of the Grenser dynasty o f instrument makers, was a 
prolific maker o f woodwind instruments but this is the only known recorder made by 
him. Sadly it is now lost.
132
E 4
MAKER WALCH, Lorenz I
DATES 1 735- 1809
PLACE OF WORK Berchtesgaden (D)
LOCATION A -  Salzburg
MUSEUM NUMBER 3/4
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE g’
LENGTH 420 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: hom mounts
MARK L.WALCH [in scroll]/ (shell)
SOURCES Museum visit: New Langwill p419: Young p249
Lorenz Walch I was the father of Lorenz II and grandfather of Paul, whose recorders 
are listed as N58 -  69. The Walch family of Berchtesgaden is discussed in Chapter V, 
‘The Berchtesgadener FleitP.
MAKER
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCES
133
E 5
WALCH, Lorenz I 
D -  Bavaria (secret) 
Alto 
f
508 mm
Plum; unmounted 
Young p249: Young 19
Young (1982) notes that this instrument was in the possession of an old Nuremberg 
family until c l850 and used for amateur music-making. It then passed into the hands 
of the Bogenhauser Kiinstlerkapelle (see Chapter XII, ‘The recorder revival in 
Germany’).
Young was taken to a secret location in Bavaria to study this and other instruments.
Young, P.T.’ Some further instruments by the Denners’ 
Galpin Society Journal XXXV 1982 pp78-85
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E 6
MAKER WALCH, Lorenz I
LOCATION D -  Berchtesgaden
COLLECTION NUMBER 1071
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
‘Sopranino’ 
e flat”
269 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: unmounted: 2 pieces
MARK
SOURCES
L:WALCH
Bruckner: museum visit
E flat is an unusual key for a sopranino.
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E 7
MAKER WALCH, Lorenz I
LOCATION D -  Berchtesgaden
COLLECTION NUMBER 1072
t y p e  Sixth flute
LOWEST NOTE d”
LENGTH 301 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Plum: unmounted: 2 pieces
SOURCES Bruckner: museum visit
136
E 8
ORIGIN Anonymous : circa C 19
LOCATION US -  DC -  Washington
COLLECTION NUMBER 835
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
LENGTH 482 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
SOURCE Ward-Bamford
Correspondence from the museum suggests that, whereas there is a possibility that 
this instrument may be of eighteenth-century origin, it is more likely to date from the 
nineteenth century. It is described as “not a sophisticated instrument”.
ORIGIN
LOCATION
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
SOURCE
137
E 9
Unknown: France cl790 -  1815 
CH -  Reinach 
Fourth flute 
b flat’
Box
Tarasov
An anonymous recorder from a French estate: it has a chromatic compass o f more 
than two octaves.
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D 1
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
SOURCE
BAINBRIDGE, William 
111809- 1834 
London (GB)
Unknown
Catalogue of the International Inventions Exhibition 
London 1885
This catalogue is the sole reference to this recorder and its present location is 
unknown. No other recorders by this maker have been discovered, Bainbridge being 
chiefly known as a maker and developer of the flageolet: he played the flute, oboe, 
and flageolet, inventing double and triple versions of that instrument. Many o f these 
are extant.
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D 2
MAKER 
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION 
COLLECTION NUMBER 23 
LENGTH 670 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple: 4 pieces 
KEYS 
MARK 
SOURCE
BERTANI, Domenico (perhaps modifier) 
late C l8 /early C l9 
Modena (I)
I -  Modena
1 : brass
D.Bertani. Modena 
Museum catalogue
Described as Flauto dolce, gia [formerly] d ’amore ad una chiave [with one 
key], it has been irrationally modified to falsify its nature and appearance. The head 
joint has been turned into that of a recorder and a hole for the little finger has been 
bored. Apart from the key, it otherwise bears a superficial likeness to the four-jomted
tenor recorders of Stanesby, jr.
Bertani was, in the words o f New Langwill (p28), a bad string instrument maker who 
also made woodwind instruments. A few other woodwind instruments survive.
I am indebted to Renato Meucci for drawing my attention to this instrument.
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D 3
MAKER BOIE, Johann Friedrich
DATES 1762-1809
PLACE OF WORK Gottingen (D)
LOCATION N -  Trondheim
COLLECTION NUMBER RMT 78/6
TYPE Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
LENGTH 343 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Ebony: ivory rings and bell-rim
KEYS 2: silver
SOURCES Birley: Lander: Krouthen
In 1983 MacMillan (using information supplied by Birley) described this instrument 
as a treble recorder in blackwood from an unknown private collection. Lander 
currently describes it as a recorder with a flageolet head.
The recorder is now at Trondheim and the following information was obtained from 
the curator, Mats Krouthen. It is described as a recorder of ebony in six pieces with a 
flageolet head in three pieces. There is a flageolet mouthpiece with five channels 
leading to a sponge chamber. The flageolet head can be put onto the recorder 
mouthpiece but the instrument can also be played as a recorder (three pieces). There 
is a key on the foot for the fourth finger of the left hand and a covered key on the 
mouthpiece to facilitate high trills. This key is a feature of the flageolet rather than of 
the recorder. When played as a recorder the tone is bright in the upper register, but 
somewhat softer when played as a flageolet.
F is an unusual key for the flageolet.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
141
D 4
DESTUYVER, J.B 
fl lateClW early C20 
Ghent (B)
B -  Brussels
COLLECTION NUMBER M 2650
t y p e  Alto
LOWEST NOTE f
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Stained ?box: hom rings and beak
m a r k  J .B.Destuyver à Gand
SOURCES De Keyser: Mahillon IV p371: museum visit
This instmment may be of early twentieth-century origin: no other woodwind 
instmments by Destuyver are known. The recorder is listed in Mahillon s catalogue 
of 1912, where it is described as Taille de flûte douce, a term which is translated as 
tenor recorder. The pitch, however, is consistent with an alto. The biographical 
details are taken from New Langwill p88.
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D 5
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
KEYS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCE
FIRTH, POND, & Co.
1856- 1862 
New York (US)
Unknown
‘The size of an alto’
1
FIRTH, POND, and Co./ BROADWAY/ NEW YORK
Sold by G. King in 1963
Thompson
The instrument is the subject of an article by Thompson published in 1961.^° It is 
approximately the size of an alto recorder but has a sponge chamber with a centre 
blowing hole and a closed key below the lowest tone hole (a similar chamber is found 
on two other recorders in the present series, N15 and D3). The instrument is an 
hybrid, with features of the flageolet incorporated into a recorder-type duct flute. The 
touch-key is not characteristic of either instrument and no similar instruments have 
come to light. Kuronen considers the instrument to be a flageolet.^*
As a footnote to Thompson’s article, Anderson comments that “fipple flutes under the 
name of ‘flageolets’ were used in marching bands in the American Civil War” and 
postulates that this instrument may represent this unusual genre. The possible use of 
recorders in this context is discussed in Chapter VII, The use of the recorder .
The firm of Firth, Pond, & Co. flourished in New York between 1847 and 1863, Firth 
and Pond being associated at times with Hall. The firm both made and sold 
instruments.
Thompson, R. ‘The anachronistic recorder’ 
The American Recorder II 4 1961 p3 
Kuronen, D. Letter to the editor 
American Recorder XLV 1 2004 p25
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D 6
MAKER ? GALPIN, F.W.
LOCATION U S - M A -B oston
COLLECTION NUMBER 17.1738
t y p e  Third flute
LOWEST NOTE a’
LENGTH 375 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Walnut
PROVENANCE ex Galpin
SOURCES Bessaraboff p69: Kuronen
Bessaraboff (1941) considers this instrument to be o f eighteenth-century origin, but
Kuronen thinks it is more likely to be a nineteenth-century recorder by Galpin, 
particularly as it is of walnut, a timber used in other Galpin reproductions. This wood 
is not commonly used for recorders. The recorder is a poorly made instrument in the 
baroque style and emanated from Galpin’s collection which was acquired by the 
Boston museum in 1915/16.
For further details of Galpin, see recorder N7 and Chapter X, ‘The recorder revival in 
England’.
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D 7
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION 
TYPE 
SOURCES
GOULDING D’ALMAINE & Co. 
111803- 1824 
London (GB)
Unknown
Alto
Bingham: New Langwill p i 42
In a personal communication Bingham indicated that the recorder had passed through 
his hands but he was unsure of its present location: the instrument is listed in New 
Langwill as belonging to Bingham.
The firm of Goulding traded under several partnerships between 1786 and 1834: 
Thomas D’Almaine was associated with Goulding between 1803 and 1836. Between 
1825 and 1836 the firm traded under the titles ‘Goulding, D ’Almaine & Co.’ and also 
‘Goulding, D ’Almaine’.
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D 8
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK
LOCATION
TYPE
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
SOURCES
LOT, Lucien 
fl cl946 
France ?Paris
Unknown: recently sold by Initial Music 
Soprano
Palisander: brass mouth -piece 
6: nickel silver
Initial music on-line sales catalogue: Lander
This recorder is included as an example of the confusion sometimes engendered in the 
organology of nineteenth- and twentieth-century ‘unorthodox recorders. The family 
Lot existed as instrument makers in Paris from the early eighteenth century until the 
middle of the twentieth century: Louis Lot (1807 -  1896) established a workshop in 
Paris which continued to flourish after his death, and a further L.Lot (Lucien Lot, 
abbreviated Ln. Lot) is reported to have worked in Paris around 1946 (New Langwill
p243).
Lander ascribes this instrument to L.Lot, suggesting that is of nineteenth-century 
origin. Cécile Robert, in her 1998 book on the rediscovery of the recorder in France, 
also comments on the instrument.^^ She states that the last attempts at making 
recorders in France lay in the hands of Louis Lot in 1873 who made (on the basis of 
the traditionalyZwrg douce ) an hybrid instrument with six keys to facilitate playing. 
Robert quotes Clowez’ treatise of 1946, which noted that pupils enjoyed playing the 
six-keyed recorder and found it easier to play the difficult passages on it than on the 
standard recorder. Finally, she writes that it is interesting to accord to the flute o f Lot 
‘a title of curiosity’: his rapport with the instrument and its repertoire appeared
22 Robert,C. XXème siècle et flû te à bec: sa  redécouverte en France 
B ourg-la- Reine: Zurfluh 1998 p79
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distant. There is a drawing of an instrument apparently identical to the recorder under 
discussion.
Initial Music (a firm specializing in antiquarian instruments) advertised the recorder 
for sale in 2003 as being by Ln. Lot and therefore a twentieth-century instrument.
The catalogue of the Sallaberry Collection (see N 24, 25) illustrates an almost 
identical soprano recorder with a length of 328 mm and bearing six keys. This 
instrument is also in palisander with nickel-silver keys but the mouthpiece tip is of 
ivory. The instrument bears the mark Ln/ LOT/ FRANCE/ BREVET S.G.D.G. the 
mark given for Lucien Lot by New Langwill.
The present author concludes that the instrument (and also the one illustrated in 
Robert) are by Lucien Lot and of twentieth-century origin in view of the compelling 
similarity to the Sallaberry instrument and the information provided by that 
instrument’s stamp. Close examination of the available (on-line) images o f the 
recorder suggest that the brass mouthpiece is an illusion, and that the brass would 
have been covered by a lost ivory cap. Clowez’ method of 1946 alludes to recorders 
by ‘L.’ Lot without key and with six keys. In the present author’s opinion it is 
unlikely that a book published in 1946 would seek to relate to an obscure curiosity 
made three-quarters of a century ago, and would more likely to relate to an instrument 
of contemporary manufacture and availability. Giannini, the definitive biographer of 
the Lot family, makes no mention of recorders by the nineteenth-century Louis Lot.
23
In 1963 Glassgold published a description of a keyed recorder but which modem 
scholarship suggests is a csakan.^"* His interest in keyed recorders continued, for in a 
subsequent issue he commented that he had recently acquired a six-keyed recorder by 
the French manufacturer L.Lot “who recently died”, the instmment being a soprano in 
c” .^  ^ Since the maker is known to have “recently died” (the article was written in 
1964) it seems probable that Glassgold incorrectly ascribed his recorder to Louis
* sans garantie du gouvernment i.e. patented but without government guarantee 
23 Giannini, T. Great flu te makers o f  France: the Lot and Godefroy fam ilies 1 6 5 0 -1 9 0 0  
London: Tony Bingham 1993 
2" Glassgold, A. C. ‘Another anachronism?’
The American Recorder III 3 1963 p i 5 
^^Glassgold, A.C. Letter ‘More about keyed recorders’
The American Recorder \N  2 1964 p27
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rather than Lucien, for his description suggests that the instrument is indeed 
comparable with those o f Lucien Lot described above.
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D 9
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
7MARTIN
?C19
La Couture-Boussey (F) 
F -  La Couture
COLLECTION NUMBER 15
t y p e  Soprano
LOWEST NOTE c”
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
SOURCE Museum inventory
The museum inventory ascribes this instrument to Martin, but points out that it is 
unstamped. A family of Martins was active in La Couture from the middle of the 
eighteenth century (Jean Baptiste, b 1751/2) to the late nineteenth century (Jean- 
François, 1794-1876, active p i 827): see also notes to recorder N44. Further 
members of the family opened a business in Paris which flourished from 1840 to 1927 
(New Langwill p243). The recorder is listed in the 1898 inventory (see A13) where it 
is described simply as a recorder in boxwood without key.
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D 10
MAKER RUDALL CARTE & Co.
LOCATION GB -  Oxford
COLLECTION NUMBER 0116
t y p e  Tenor
LENGTH 633 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS 2 pieces: brass ferrule
m a r k  Hare’s ears
PROVENANCE ex Hunt
SOURCES Lander: museum internet catalogue: museum visit
This instrument is in the renaissance style in two pieces and is a copy of a recorder by 
Bassano (C16-C17) in the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection in Washington D.C. The 
head may be rotated so that the window may face backwards or forwards.
A similar recorder is illustrated in Welch’s Six Lectures on the Recorder (Lecture III, 
delivered in 1902), Welch describing the instrument as having been lent by Messrs. 
Rudall Carte and dating from the sixteenth or seventeenth century.^^ The recorder 
illustrated does not bear the stamp of Rudall Carte but the ‘hare’s ears’ of Bassano.
A personal communication from Margaret Birley in 1981 advised that the instrument 
had passed through Sotheby’s Sale Rooms in 1978, at which point a date o f circa 
1896 was given for it.^^
This recorder may date from the very late nineteenth or very early twentieth centuries, 
and, along with the Galpin instruments (N7-19), represents one of the earliest 
products of the recorder revival in England.
26 Welch, C. Six lectures on the recorder and other flu tes in relation to literature p i 65
27 Birley, M. personal communication 20.01.81
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D 11
MAKER S ATTLER (family)
DATES ?C18?C19
PLACE OF WORK Leipzig (D)
LOCATION D -  Leipzig
COLLECTION NUMBER 1116
t y p e  Soprano
LENGTH 7375 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
m a r k  S A (less clearly visible)
SOURCE Museum catalogue (Heyde)
The head of this recorder was lost in the Second World War. The middle and foot 
joints are stamped ‘S’ and, in addition, there is a less clear mark ‘A ’ on the middle
joint.
Four generations of the Sattler family were active in Leipzig from the early eighteenth 
century and used the mark ‘S’ in the latter half of that century. The presence o f the 
‘A ’ suggests either Carl Andreas Wilhelm (1738 -  1788) or possibly Friedrich August 
(1775 -  1850). No other recorders by the Battlers appear to have survived.
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION
151
D 12
SMART, George 
1773 -  1805 (see below) 
London (GB)
US -  DC -  Washington
COLLECTION NUMBER DCM 1159
TYPE
LOWEST NOTE 
LENGTH
Alto
f
499 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box
SOURCE Lander
Smart was an instrument maker, music seller, and publisher who had a business in 
London: he was succeeded by one William Turnbull. Lander gives Smart s dates as 
1773 -  1805, whereas New Langwill gives late eighteenth century (p376).
28 Humphries, C. and Smith, W.C. Music publishing in the British Isles p294
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D 13
MAKER
DATES
PLACE OF WORK 
LOCATION 
KEYS 
SOURCE
WREDE, Hermann 
0 1810-1857  
London (GB)
U S -E d d y  
1
Museum catalogue
This is an hybrid instrument, having been converted from a flageolet.
Wrede worked in London as an instrument maker, dealer, and importer. A number of 
other woodwind instruments survive (New Langwill p436).
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D 14
MAKER
DATES
LOCATION
Unknown: ?Hotteterre 
?C19
GB -  London -  RCM
COLLECTION NUMBER 88
TYPE
LENGTH
MATERIALS/MOUNTS
KEYS
MARK
PROVENANCE
SOURCES
Tenor 
710 mm
Stained wood: ivory mounts and bell-rim 
1 swallow key 
resembles 5-pointed star 
ex Donaldson
Lander: museum catalogue: Wells: museum visit
Some authorities consider this instrument to be by one of the Hotteterre family who 
were active in La Couture-Boussey from the early seventeenth to the late eighteenth 
centuries. Hunt, however, writes that although the recorder resembles an Hotteterre 
recorder, the stamp is inconsistent with the f a m i l y New Langwill (pi 82) illustrates 
a mark (star)/ HOTTETERRE, ascribing this possibly to Louis Hotteterre (c l645 -  
1716) but the recorder under discussion does not bear the mark HOTTETERRE and is 
in the late baroque style.
A number of late-nineteenth century copies bear marks which are inconsistent with 
the originals (e.g. N41, A14, A18, A38-40,A43) and the museum staff consider this 
recorder to be of nineteenth-century origin 30
The present author examined the instrument in February 2003 and noted very little 
wear in the thumb hole, suggesting that the instrument had been little-used. There
29 Hunt, E.H. ‘A Hotteterre tenor?’
Recorder and Music IV 9 1974 p227 
Wells, E. personal communication 17.12.80
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were clearly visible brush marks in the stain, concentric on the head but vertical on 
the middle joint, suggesting inferior workmanship. The instrument bears a superficial 
resemblance to other late nineteenth-century French tenor recorders preserved in Paris 
and La Couture.
A nineteenth-century origin seems likely.
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D 15
MAKER Unknown: ??METZLER
PLACE OF WORK London (GB)
LOCATION Unknown
TYPE Voice flute
LOWEST NOTE d’
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Box: ivory mounts
m a r k  METZLER/ LONDON/ 105.WARDOUR ST.
SOURCE Luckett
The present author encountered this voice flute while it was being restored by Carl 
Dolmetsch in Haslemere around 1980, and it was discussing the instrument that 
aroused his interest in the history of the recorder in the nineteenth century.
Dolmetsch considered that the recorder was likely to be o f nineteenth-century origin, 
but others (notably its previous owner, Richard Luckett, and also Graham Wells) 
considered that it was probably an eighteenth-century instrument which had passed 
through Metzler’s workshop for repair.
Metzler worked in Wardour Street, London between 1788 and 1815, and even if  the 
recorder is of earlier manufacture the fact that it passed through Metzler’s hands 
suggests that it was in use at the time. Three generations of the Metzler family were 
active in London and there is some doubt as to which family member the mark may 
be ascribed.
The recorder does not play in tune, which is perhaps the reason for its failure to sell at 
a recent London auction. Montagu comments:
The failure [to sell] of the Metzler voice flute could well be blamed on the 
catalogue, which referred to the ‘nineteenth-century family of makers’ even 
though Valentine Metzler, the first o f the family to settle here, was established
156
in Wardour Street by 1788, a date which is late but not impossibly so for such 
an instrument.. .the instrument blew well and otherwise looked worth having 
as a genuine eighteenth-century recorder.^*
It is most likely an eighteenth-century voice flute which continued to be used in the 
nineteenth century.
Montagu, J. Saleroom report 
Early Music XXX 1 2002 ppl49-152
MAKER
DATE
LOCATION
157
D 16
Unknown
?C19
US -  DC -  Washington -  S
COLLECTION NUMBER 214487 
t y p e  Alto
LENGTH 485 mm
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Maple: ivory ferrules 
PROVENANCE ex Galpin
SOURCES Goldberg: Sheldon
This instrument was acquired by the Smithsonian Collection from Galpin in 1902. It 
is described as being probably the work of an amateur or folk craftsman and could be 
of either eighteenth- or nineteenth-century origin.
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D 17
MAKER Unknown
DATE Late C19
PLACE OF WORK London (GB)
LOCATION GB -  Oxford
COLLECTION NUMBER 0108
t y p e  ‘Improved patent voice flute’
MATERIALS/MOUNTS Cocus: German silver ferrules
k e y s  5: nickel-silver
(crown)/ IMPROVED/ PATENT/ VOICE/ FLUTE/ 
LONDON
MARK
SOURCES la Rue: museum on-line catalogue: museum visit
This instrument is included to highlight the terminological problems encountered in 
the organology o f the recorder. The term ‘voice flute’ suggests a recorder in d ’ but 
this instrument is not a recorder, having no thumb hole: it is not a ‘patent voice flute 
for the instrument of that name for which Macgregor took out a patent in 1810 was a 
transverse alto flute with a hole bored in the head joint which was covered by a 
vibrating membrane (see comments on recorder N 15). An example o f this type of 
instrument is preserved in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
This instrument is an unusual and unclassified hybrid duct flute of the late nineteenth 
century.
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